Obama Era
Dear Mr. President
Letter 2: A New Plan is Given
Mr. President, may I address another detail? There seems to be a major break in
Church and State, in legal details. Can you hear me in the midst of the angry
members of the different ways in religion and nonreligious standing? Those who
vote against the very core of this detail surely hope for a remedy greater than a few
empty promises. You need a Helper with you who is able to give you very firm
ways to move in dealing with the religious and with those who play their own
lowercase god.
How do you truly feel, knowing so many people hope that you would actually
change this nation? Churches put up pictures of you in place of King Jesus, based
solely on your race than on the wisdom needed from the Great Way King Jesus.
You have great delegated authority, and this is not due based on a plan that a voter
made you their way of a figurehead. You surely have delegated authority based on
King Jesus placing you in that office for this season in this nation known as the
United States of America.
Do you know how it feels to have a loyal following that will not desert you when
you become unpopular with others? Who is really with you? Power will make
many say they are walking with you. But most leaders cannot take true friendships
in a deep way: Too many will hate or kill for any way to exalt their own way. Tell
me, who can you truly talk to concerning how you truly think of this nation’s debt
and major racial struggles? Who has a way with you in that way, where you can
boldly give your true heart in sharing this weight that is upon you?
Look at the people using you. Look at the people saying they are with you. But
who would say this if it meant they would lose everything, including their
reputation? Do you have a friend such as this? There will be a day where you will
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truly need a major counseling session with a true leader in touch with the One who
is the only real Helper you will ever need.
It is that time to look deeper into the root issues concerning Church and State to
bring deep breakage into this nation. You have a great longing within for real
change, but with moving with no actual power to shift those issues, you stand
alone against a major mountain flowing with lava that cannot be moved or handled
with touch. You need a lift over this mountain you have in your way just due to
your position in this nation. It truly is not a mountain that you created: The
mountain of issues was handed down to each nation’s leader, and it grew over
many years. This way of being hot lava is a representation of those details yet to
still solve in the very fabric you carry as the nation’s leader. How can you do all of
this cleaning and fixing? You truly cannot, for the old way must be blown up,
where a new foundation is built, where all new leaders will take on a clean slate,
with setups that move in building a nation—not having it split to give each group
their own way.
Reconsider, Mr. President. Reconsider what you dwell on this day. You cannot fix
it. There must be a yielding in you, where you truly give up your way over to the
proposal you will drink deeply in a major power way in the King. There will be
many against you, with a fierce way to show it. You have to be strong in what will
is given in the Great Way King Jesus. It may sound impossible. It may be
considered absurd. But even with these earthly wills given by others, you must
know within you that a plan in true freedom shall be given in this major structural
shift. Be ready to drink it within you, sir.
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